
Introducing eNSYNC Solutions, a Cloud 
Inventory business and the premier IFS partner 
in North America. We provide functional 
consulting, technical consulting and 
integration services, and Oracle database 
services for businesses running IFS ERP 
across various industries. Our commitment to 
delivering top-notch solutions and unparalleled 
expertise has earned us the trust of countless 
clients. Explore our comprehensive range of 
services and discover how Cloud Inventory can 
help you unlock the full potential of your IFS 
ERP system.

CLOUD INVENTORY®: YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER FOR IFS 
ERP EXCELLENCE
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Comprehensive Support for IFS ERP Versions

Expert IFS ERP Functional Consulting

At Cloud Inventory, we understand that every business has unique needs and requirements. That's why we proudly support 
and service a wide range of IFS ERP versions, including 2001, 2004, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.1, 9, 10, and Cloud. Whether you're using an 
older version or the latest Cloud-based platform, you can count on Cloud Inventory to provide the expertise and resources needed 
to ensure seamless integration and optimal performance.

With over a decade of experience serving IFS clients in diverse industries, our consulting services are second to none. Our team 
of experts is equipped with the knowledge and expertise to guide you through every stage of your project, from initial planning 
and implementation to ongoing support and optimization. As a "one-stop shop" for all your consulting needs, Cloud Inventory 
can provide expertise for all aspects of your project, including complex discrete manufacturing and highly regulated process 
manufacturing. With a track record of success and over 150 satisfied clients worldwide, you can trust Cloud Inventory to deliver 
results that exceed your expectations.
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Keeping your IFS software up to date is essential for maintaining optimal performance and security. At Cloud Inventory®, 
we specialize in installing and configuring IFS patches and updates ensuring a seamless transition to the latest version of IFS. 
Our knowledgeable IT staff will work closely with you to install and configure the software correctly, guaranteeing that your IFS 
infrastructure is set up for success. Need an IFS upgrade from one major version to the next? We also provide upgrade services 
to move you to the next version of IFS ERP.

Cloud Inventory offers a wide range of integration options to extend the reach of your IFS ERP system. Some of these options 
include: 
 1. Data Migration Services: Seamlessly migrate your data from legacy systems, spreadsheets, and data files into your  
  IFS instance. 
 2. Custom API Development: Develop custom APIs to facilitate seamless communication between different systems  
  and applications. 
 3. Custom Integration and Interfaces: Create custom integrations and interfaces to meet your specific business needs. 
 4.  Password Reset Utility: Implement a password reset utility to enhance security and user experience. 
 5.  Invoice Reminder Utility: Automate invoice reminders to streamline your billing process. 
 6.  Report Development: Develop custom reports to provide valuable insights into your business operations. 
 7.  Custom Fields: Customize fields within IFS to capture additional data relevant to your business. 
 8.  Label Printing with LabelWorks: Streamline your labeling process with our label printing solutions. 
 9.  Email Messaging with eMailWorks: Enhance communication with customers and suppliers through automated  
  email messaging. 
 10. EDI with EDIWorks: Implement Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) solutions to facilitate seamless communication  
  with trading partners. 
 11. Warehouse and Inventory Management with ScanWorks: Improve efficiency and accuracy in warehouse and  
  inventory management processes. 
 12. Address Validation with AddressWorks: Ensure the accuracy of customer, supplier, invoicing, and order addresses  
  with our address validation solutions.

SEAMLESS IFS ERP UPGRADES AND UPDATES
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Integrating your legacy or 3rd party systems with IFS ERP 
can be a complex process, but with Cloud Inventory, it's a 
breeze. Our technical team has the knowledge and expertise 
to seamlessly integrate your legacy systems into IFS, ensuring 
that your business operations run smoothly. Whether you're 
interfacing spreadsheets, databases, or other applications, 
we can integrations to keep your systems in sync. Examples 
include interfaces to other ERP systems for sales orders, 
interfaces to SAP for POs and inventory reconciliations, as 
well as integration to WMS systems and product configuration 
applications.

Efficient Integration Solutions

EXTENSIVE INTEGRATION OPTIONS
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Migrating data from legacy systems into IFS can be a daunting task, but with Cloud Inventory®, it's a breeze. Our tools and 
skills enable us to extract data from your legacy systems, spreadsheets, and data files, and load them seamlessly into your IFS 
instance. We prioritize data quality and integrity to minimize risks and ensure a successful implementation. Our highly experienced 
technical and functional resources offer comprehensive data extraction from legacy systems, transformation/mapping, and loading 
(ETL) into IFS. We consider data migration a critical part of the IFS implementation and work closely with C-level executives,  
IT, vendors, and other partners to ensure its success.

EXPERT DATA MIGRATION SERVICES
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Our Oracle DBA team provides world-class consulting services 
focused on IFS ERP. For companies that may not have an 
Oracle DBA on staff or have experience working with IFS and 
Oracle, Cloud Inventory can augment your team and train 
your IT staff on how best to maintain your IFS databases and 
infrastructure. We are experts in Oracle database software 
installation, configuration, and performance optimization. 
We will help you set up and configure your databases to run 
efficiently and work with you to develop and implement a 
backup and recovery strategy that provides an appropriate level 
of protection for your business. Our services include Oracle 
Alert Log Analysis, Table space, free space, and fragmentation 
analysis, File system free space analysis, Buffer cache 
performance analysis, Wait states and bottlenecks analysis, 
Job Scheduling, Performance Tuning, Patch Management, 
RMAN Backup Configuration and Analysis, Invalid Objects 
analysis, Orphaned Objects analysis, IFS History analysis, 
Batch Queue Administration, Batch Schedule Map analysis, IFS 
Admin Analysis, Custom Object Report analysis, Permission 
Set Analyzer analysis, and Background Job Analysis.

Expert Oracle Database Services
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Cloud Inventory® powers breakthrough inventory control. Our 
cloud-based and on-premise inventory management solutions 
offer real-time, end-to-end visibility at every touchpoint in the 
supply chain, from manufacturing and warehousing to the field and 
beyond. Our robust solutions help clients increase productivity, 
compliance, inventory optimization, and revenue generation. 
Founded in Kansas City, MO, more than 40 years ago, our global 
team has the supply chain expertise to deliver solutions that solve 
today’s business challenges by providing true inventory visibility 
and control.

We proudly serve more than 3,000 customers around the world in 
such industries as: manufacturing and distribution, medical device, 
construction and engineering, oil and energy, utilities, and food 
and beverage.

INVENTORY CONTROL WITHOUT 
BOUNDARIES

Our team of experts is ready to discuss how you can achieve inventory control without 
boundaries. Visit cloudinventory.com to schedule a demo.
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Our long history with IFS and broad IFS ERP implementation record 
have enabled our team to build an extensive knowledge of IFS.  
This IFS ERP knowledge base builds a strong foundation for 
implementing solutions and services to implement your IFS ERP 
systems. With Cloud Inventory, you can trust that your IFS ERP 
system is in capable hands, allowing you to focus on what you do 
best: running your business.

Contact Cloud Inventory today to learn more about how our 
comprehensive suite of services can help you unlock the full potential 
of your IFS ERP system. With Cloud Inventory by your side, the 
possibilities are endless.

WHY CHOOSE CLOUD INVENTORY FOR YOUR IFS  
ERP SERVICES
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